PANTAFLIX AG: Filming of OSKARS KLEID successfully completed – cinema
release planned for 2021
Munich, August 12, 2020. PANTALEON Films, a wholly-owned film production subsidiary of
PANTAFLIX AG (GSIN: A12UPJ, ISIN: DE000A12UPJ7), announces the successful completion of the
film shooting for the latest cinema production OSKARS KLEID, thus keeping up the pace. Only
shortly before, at the beginning of July, PANTALEON Films had already completed the film
shooting of GENERATION BEZIEHUNGSUNFÄHIG.
Directed by Hüseyin Tabak, Florian David Fitz took on the leading role in OSKARS KLEID and
provided the idea and script for the film. At his side play Laurì, Ava Petsch, Marie Burchard, Kida
Khodr Ramadan, Burghart Klaußner, Senta Berger, Juan Lo Sasso, and many more. The film was
shot in Munich, Augsburg and Landshut. Daniel Gottschalk acted as Director of Photography, Evi
Stiebler was responsible for the production design.
Brief content
Ben (Florian David Fitz), a stubborn divorced father, finds detours to his equally stubborn but
completely different 9-year-old son Oskar (Laurì), with whom there is only one real problem: he
is not a son at all. He is a girl. Ben's whole life is falling apart. But if he is lucky, it will come together
again in a completely different way. For real this time.
OSKARS KLEID is a PANTALEON Films production in co-production with Warner Bros. Film
Productions Germany and Erfttal Film. The producers are Dan Maag, Daniel Sonnabend and
Marco Beckmann. The film is supported by the FilmFernsehFonds Bayern, the
Filmförderungsanstalt, the Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg and the Deutscher
Filmförderfonds. The theatrical release is planned by Warner Bros. Pictures for 2021.
"OSKARS KLEID is a very special film that has been close to our hearts since the very first idea. So
it was all the more painful not to be able to start shooting because of Corona. To have managed
doing it anyway now makes us proud. We didn't make any compromises regarding the content.
This was a unique team effort," says Dan Maag, Managing Director of PANTALEON Films.

About PANTAFLIX AG:
PANTAFLIX AG (GSIN: A12UPJ, ISIN: DE000A12UPJ7) is a media and technology company with a clear growth strategy. Through
the efficient integration of all Group divisions, the company achieves a high degree of integration with regard to the production,
distribution, exploitation and marketing of films and series as well as their rights. In addition to the classic film production business
PANTALEON Films, the music label PantaSounds, the production unit PANTAFLIX Studios and the creative agency Creative Cosmos
15 the cloud-based video-on-demand platform (VoD) PANTAFLIX is also part of the Group. The VoD-platform focusses on
providing users with a tailor-made premium content offering via all relevant access channels
PANTAFLIX AG cooperates with renowned partners such as Amazon, Disney, Netflix, StudioCanal, Warner Bros. and others. The
Group is represented in Berlin, Cologne and Munich.
Further information is available at www.pantaflixgroup.com and www.pantaflix.com.
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